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SYMMETRY DEFECTS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO TOPOLOGICAL
QUANTUM COMPUTING
COLLEEN DELANEY AND ZHENGHANWANG
ABSTRACT. We describe the mathematical theory of topological quantum computing with
symmetry defects in the language of fusion categories and unitary representations. Sym-
metry defects together with anyons are modeled by G-crossed braided extensions of uni-
tary modular tensor categories. The algebraic data of these categories afford projective
unitary representations of the braid group. Elements in the image of such representations
correspond to quantum gates arising from exchanging anyons and symmetry defects in
topological phases of matter with symmetry. We provide some small examples that high-
light features of practical interest for quantum computing. In particular, symmetry defects
show the potential to generate non-abelian statistics from abelian topological phases and
to be used as as a tool to enlarge the set of quantum gates accessible to an anyonic device.
1. INTRODUCTION
Topological order of a 2-dimensional topological phase of matter can be modeled by a
unitary modular tensor category C. If a 2-dimensional topological phase of matter has a
symmetry group G, then C inherits an action of G. A nontrivial action of G on C is a form
of symmetry breaking, called weak symmetry breaking in [17]. It follows that the associ-
ated topological defects, which manifest the topological properties of symmetry breaking
patterns, provide a window to the world of symmetry and topology. A practical reason
to study such symmetry defects is as a new mechanism to generate non-abelian statistics
from a purely abelian topological phase. For example, we show that the symmetry defects
arising from the electromagnetic duality of the Z2 toric code behave almost identically to
Majorana zero modes or Ising anyons.
The symmetry defects we consider here are extrinsic point-like objects that are in gen-
eral confined. Like anyons, they lead to topological degeneracy and braid group represen-
tations, though only projectively. In this paper, we investigate the mathematical modeling
of symmetry defects and their application to topological quantum computing.
In Section 2 we review the algebraic description of symmetry defects via G-crossed
extensions of unitary modular tensor categories following [2], where this mathematical
model for topological order with symmetry was first introduced. Some examples are pre-
sented to illustrate the theory and are further developed in Section 3, where we describe the
(projective) unitary representations associated to unitary G-crossed extensions and discuss
their interpretation as quantum gates for a topological quantum computer built by braiding
symmetry defects and anyons. In Section 4, we give a mathematical analysis of an exam-
ple of topological order with Z2 symmetry that shows allowing projective measurement
and braiding with symmetry defects can enlarge an anyonic gate set with finite image in
the unitary group to one that is universal for quantum computation. This feature of two
layers of the Ising theory with a layer-exchange symmetry
(
Ising(1)⊠ Ising(1)
)×
Z2
was
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proposed in [6] based on hypothetical data for the Z2-crossed extension and a physical ar-
gument. We conclude in Section 5 with some comments about future directions, physical
and mathematical.
2. ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF SYMMETRY DEFECTS
Symmetry defects are point-like objects that are not intrinsic quasiparticle excitations
of a topological phase of matter, but can nevertheless be used for topological quantum
computing (TQC). In analogy with the mathematical definition of an anyon as a simple
object in a unitary modular tensor category (UMTC), a symmetry defect can be defined as
a simple object in a non-trivial sector of a unitary G-crossed extension C×G of a UMTC C
[2]. The mathematical model of symmetry defects and anyons is then a unitary G-crossed
braided fusion category, UGxBFC for short. Since in physics symmetry defect models
arise from anyon models C with symmetryG, we begin with the construction of UGxBFCs
as extensions of UMTCs and delay an abstract definition of a UGxBFC until later in the
section. Both notions will be useful to have on hand when we discuss how symmetry
defect models can also come from a topological phase D in a different way: as the first
step in a two-step “topological Bose condensation” procedure (de-equivariantization in the
language of fusion categories) [15].
2.1. G-crossed extensions of UMTCs. Here we briefly recall the construction of a G-
crossed category from a UMTC C and identify symmetry defects and their mathematical
properties. Our discussion follows [2] but our notation is slightly different in that we use
standard font for group elements.
2.1.1. Preliminaries. In what follows we assume G is a finite group. Although G can be
non-abelian we will consistently use 0 to denote the identity element. We will work with a
certain “categorification” of G, a categorical group G. The objects of G are group elements
and morphism sets Hom(g,h) = δgh of two objects g and h are empty if g 6= h and contain
only the identity if g= h. That is, there are no nontrivial morphisms between distinct group
elements, and the only morphism between identical group elements is the identity. With
respect to the tensor product given by group multiplication g⊗ h = gh, G forms a strict
monoidal category.
We will use C to denote an arbitrary UMTC.We denote the set of objects of C by Obj(C).
Recall that an anyon is a simple object in C. We call the isomorphism class of an anyon
its type. When we work with concrete examples we always pass to a skeletonization of C,
in which case there is only one object per isomorphism class and we conflate anyons and
anyon types. We call an anyon abelian if it has quantum dimension one. This definition
is equivalent to the others in use, for example that in terms of images of associated braid
group representations by the work of [22]. The subset of Obj(C) consisting of abelian
anyon types forms a subgroup under the tensor product, which we denote by A. To see
why this is true, observe that the tensor unit (the vacuum) has quantum dimension one and
the quantum dimension function d− : Obj(C)→ R≥0 is linear and multiplicative, in the
sense that
a⊗ b=
⊕
c
Nabc c =⇒ da ·db = ∑
c
Nabc dc.
In particular, if da = db = 1, then a⊗ b = c where dc = 1. It also follows that the dual a∗
of an abelian anyon a is also abelian, since a⊗ a∗ = 1 implies d∗a = 1. It follows that the
subset of abelian anyon types contains the vacuum and is closed under multiplication and
inverses. Since fusion is associative on the level of isomorphism classes, A forms a group.
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We denote by Aut⊗br(C) the group of braided-tensor autoequivalences of C up to natural
isomorphism under composition. We will also need the categorical group Aut⊗br(C), with
group elements of Aut⊗br(C), tensor product given by composition, and morphisms given
by natural isomorphisms of functors.
2.1.2. From group symmetry to group extension theory of MTCs. To construct a UGxBFC,
we start with a UMTC C and a group homomorphism ρ : G→ Aut⊗br(C), called a global
symmetry. When this group homomorphism ρ can be promoted to a monoidal functor
ρ : G → Aut⊗br(C), it is called a categorical global symmetry of C. The existence of such a
lift ρ depends on the vanishing of a certain cohomological obstruction in H3(G,A), where
A is the subgroup of abelian anyons under fusion. When this obstruction vanishes, the
different extensions are “classified" by H2ρ(G,A) in the sense that the distinct liftings of
the global symmetry ρ to the categorical global symmetry ρ form a torsor over H2ρ(G,A).
With a categorical global symmetry in hand, the next ingredient for constructing a
G-extension of C is an isomorphism of the categorical groups Aut⊗br(C) and Pic(C), the
categorical Picard group consisting of invertible bimodule categories of C [14]. This as-
sociates to each categorical braided tensor autoequivalence ρg an invertible C-bimodule
category Cg, a correspondence which is at the heart of the relationship between symmetry
in the abstract and symmetry defects. When an additional cohomological obstruction in
H4(G;U(1)) vanishes, consistent fusion of invertible bimodule categories Cg⊠ Ch can be
defined so that elements of Cg satisfy the pentagon equations. The different solutions to
the pentagon equations then form a torsor over H3(G,U(1)).
Each such solution corresponds noncanonically to a unitary fusion category denoted by
C×G =
⊕
g∈GCg, where C0 = C. The inequivalentG-crossed braided extensions of a UMTC
C are classified by the data (ρ ,α,β ), where α ∈ H2ρ(G,A) and β ∈ H3(G,U(1)) [2, 14].
We will see in the next subsection that C×G has the structure of a unitary G-crossed braided
fusion category.
Now the anyons of C are identified as simple objects in C0 and the symmetry defects as
simple objects in
⊕
g 6=0 Cg:
Definition 2.1. A symmetry defect with flux g is a simple object in the invertible C0-
bimodule category Cg.
We will sometimes call the bimodule category Cg the g-flux sector, or a g-sector.
2.1.3. Physical interpretation of UGxBFCs. We note that in the physics literature, espe-
cially in the early development of TQC, the word “anyon" was used in a broad sense to
describe both intrinsic topological order and extrinsic defects [13]. Here we use the term
“anyon" for simple objects in a UMTC, and reserve the term “symmetry defects" for sim-
ple objects in a nontrivial sector of a UGxBFC. While in this framework anyons could be
considered as trivial defects, the physics of extrinsic defects differs in important ways from
quasiparticle excitations of a topological phase of matter and justifies a distinction in the
terminology.
The mathematical formalism describing symmetry defects, namely unitary G-crossed
extensions of UMTCs, holds for any finite group G acting by a categorical global symme-
try (when the H4 obstruction vanishes). However, there are further considerations to make
about the nature of the categorical group action ρ when trying to identify them as models
for quantum systems. Apart from unitarity, generally one is interested in symmetries that
are local in the following sense: operators that effect the symmetry transformations can
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be written as a product of local operators that remain localized in the same region under
the symmetry action. These are called “on-site” symmetries. When the group action is
unitary and on-site, the resulting class of UGxBFCs characterize what are known in con-
densed matter theory as (2+1)D symmetry-enriched topological (SET) phases of matter.
However, not all physically meaningful symmetries are unitary and “on-site”: the authors
of [2] make sense of anti-unitary and “quasi-on-site” symmetries, which can include time-
reversal, translational, rotational, and other spacetime symmetries.
2.2. G-crossed braided fusion categories. We will see that a GxBFC is a fusion cate-
gory together with three compatible structures: a G-action, a G-grading, and a G-braiding.
Below C will denote a fusion category, not a UMTC as in the previous subsection.
Recall from the previous subsection that a G-action is a monoidal functor ρ : G →
Aut⊗br(C). We write the G-action on objects of C as ρg(X) = gX .
In the fusion category setting, a G-grading is a map ∂ : Obj(Chom)→ G, where Chom is
a full fusion subcategory of C with the property that it generates the objects of C by direct
sum [20]. The full subcategories Cg = ∂−1(g) given by the G-grading are the g-flux sectors
seen previously.
Definition 2.2. A G-crossed braided fusion category C×G is a fusion category with
• a G-action g(·) : G → Aut⊗(C×G )
• a G-grading ∂
such that ∂ (gX) = g(∂X)g−1 for all X ∈Chom
• a G-crossed braiding:
natural isomorphisms {cX ,Y : X⊗Y → gY ⊗X} for all X ∈ Cg, Y ∈ C0, g ∈ G
satisfying compatibility conditions with one another and the associators [15], [20].
The following theorem from [2], adapted from [14], says that the G-crossed extension
of a UMTC from Section 2.1 satisfies the above definition.
Theorem 2.3. The unitary G-crossed extension C×G of a UMTC C has a canonical G-
braiding and categorical G-action that make C×G into a unitary G-crossed braided fusion
category.
In particular, the G-action on a unitary G-crossed extension of a UMTC C comes from
extending the categorical action from C0 to all of the sectors Cg and the G-grading satisfies
the property that the action of g on an object in the sector Ch sends it to an object in the
sector Cghg−1.
To describe topological phases of matter with symmetry we needed G-crossed braided
fusion categories which were unitary. We have omitted the abstract definition of unitarity
in fusion categories and instead will simply state what it means for a skeletonization of
a UMTC or UGxBGC to be unitary. This is sufficient for our purposes since in order
to work out concrete elements in the image of the projective braid group representations
associated to a GxBFC C×G one must pass to a skeletonization of C×G . Next we discuss
these skeletonizations, which we refer to as working with the algebraic data of a UMTC or
UGxBFC.
2.2.1. Algebraic data of a GxBFC. It is well established that a UMTC is characterized by
the algebraic data defining its skeletonization, and can effectively be defined as a collection
of numbers {Ncab, [Fabcd ]e f ,Rabc } satisfying certain compatibility conditions. Then an MTC
is unitary if there is a basis in which the matrices [Fabcd ] and Rc are unitary. Unitarity of the
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R- and F- symbols then implies that the associated braid group representations are unitary,
endowing them with an interpretation as quantum mechanical processes.
In [2] this result is extended to GxBFCs, and hence it is justified to define a UGxBFC
as a collection of numbers {Ncab, [Fabcd ]e f ,Rabc ,Uk(a,b;c),ηx(g,h)} which form unitary ma-
trices and satisfy various consistency equations. Here the R-symbols keep track of the
G-crossed braiding, which we recall is not a braiding in the usual sense like it is in a MTC.
When the topological charges are all anyons (labeled by the trivial element of G), the
corresponding symbols will obey the usual consistency equations for a UMTC, for exam-
ple the hexagon equation that encodes compatibility of the associator and braiding in C0.
The symbols carrying symmetry defect labels now obey more complicated G-crossed con-
sistency equations. There is an enlarged set of pentagon equations that must be satisfied
by the F-symbols, and now compatibility of the associator and G-crossed braiding is given
by a “heptagon” equation see Section 2.4. The additional symbolsU and η arise from the
categorical symmetry, and give rise to additional compatibility relations that the symbols
must satisfy. Restricted to the C0 sector, the U-symbols encode how the symmetry acts
on morphism spaces and the eta-symbols encode the natural isomorphism identifying ρgh
with ρgρh [2].
2.2.2. Computational methods for finding algebraic data. If one has an anyon model with
symmetry, the direct way to determine the G-crossed categorical data is to look for unitary
solutions to the G-crossed consistency equations. This is how the algebraic data for the
examples in Section 3 were found [2]. Of course in general it is a difficult problem to solve
the consistency equations for a UMTC, let alone for a G-extension.
Another approach to deriving the algebraic data for a symmetry defect model is to make
use of “two-step" gauging [9]. For a UMTC C with a symmetry G, there is a two-part pro-
cedure to gauge the symmetry G and produce another UMTC D. The first step in this
process is to take a G-crossed extension C×G of C; the second is to G-equivariantize C×G
to get the category D = (C×G )G. Equivariantization is a functor of fusion categories for
which there is an inverse functor, called de-equivariantization. De-equivariantization is
the process of passing from a fusion category D containing Rep(G) as a symmetric fusion
subcategory to the category of A-modules over D, where A= Fun(G,C). It is known that
equivariantization and de-equivariantization establish a bijection between certain equiva-
lence classes of GxBFCs and MTCs containing Rep(G) as a symmetric fusion subcategory
[15, 20].
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C
G-crossed extension
C×G
equivariantization
de-equivariantization
Rep(G)⊂ (C×G )G
(as a symmetric fusion subcategory)
FIGURE 1. The relationship between the gauging of an MTC C and the
GxBFC (C)×G .
As a consequence, if one knows the gauged UMTC D or can calculate it from the
original UMTC C, then one can de-equivariantize D and calculate the algebraic data for
a G-crossed theory C×G explicitly [10]. Depending on the category this can be an easier
approach to finding solutions to the G-crossed consistency equations [12].
2.3. Small examples for G=Z2. A Z2-extension has two graded components, the trivial
sector and a nontrivial sector, C×
Z2
= C0⊕C1. It is known that the number of defects in the
g-flux sector Cg is given by the number of fixed points of C0 under the action of g [19].
As a consequence one can adopt a convention for labeling g-defects in Cg by topological
charges in C0 which are fixed under the action of g. We will use this convention with the
exception of the toric code symmetry defects, for reasons that will become clear. In Section
3 we will return to these examples and demonstrate how they can be applied for quantum
information processing.
2.3.1. Toric code with electromagnetic duality. As a UMTC the toric code has four anyon
types, given by {1,e,m,ψ}. The fusion rules are given by the group Z2×Z2 with the
identification 1= (0,0), e= (1,0), m= (0,1), ψ = (1,1) and have aZ2 symmetry coming
from exchanging e and m. One can check that the action lifts to a categorical action. Then
the Z2-grading is
TC×
Z2
= {1,e,m,ψ}⊕{σ+,σ−},
with symmetry defects σ±. All anyons have quantum dimension equal to one, i.e. are
abelian anyons, while the symmetry defects satisfy dσ± =
√
2 and have fusion rules with
degeneracy.
The table below shows the fusion for the Z2-crossed category.
⊗ e m ψ σ+ σ−
e 1 ψ m σ− σ+
m ψ 1 e σ− σ+
ψ m e 1 σ+ σ−
σ+ σ− σ− σ+ 1⊕ψ e⊕m
σ− σ+ σ+ σ− e⊕m 1⊕ψ
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where we have ommitted the vacuum fusion rules.
The Z2-crossed R-, F-, U- and η-symbols were found by solving the G-crossed con-
sistency equations in [2]. We will see in the next section that braiding of the symmetry
defects leads to non-abelian statistics.
2.3.2. Z3 anyons with charge conjugation duality. The UMTC Z3 has three anyon types,
labeled by 1,ω , and ω∗, with fusion rules given by the group multiplication in Z3. The
category has a Z2 symmetry given by interchanging ω and ω∗, which lifts to a categorical
Z2-action and hence admits a Z2-crossed extension which we write
(Z3)
×
Z2
= {1,ω ,ω∗}⊕{X1}.
As a fusion category, (Z3)
×
Z2
is a Tambara-Yamagami (TY) category, whose algebraic
data is known and relatively easy to describe [23]. Briefly, given a finite group A a TY
category has simple objects A⊔{m} and fusion rules
a⊗ b= ab, a⊗m= m, and m⊗m=
⊕
a∈A
a.
A choice of F-symbols for TY categories with this fusion are determined by a choice of
nondegenerate symmetric bicharacter χ : A×A→ C× and a choice of square root of |A|.
One can check that in order to correspond to a unitary Z2-crossed BFC the F-symbols
are determined by a choice of a primitive cube root of unity. For calculations in the next
section we choose χ to take the value ξ = e2pi i/3 on the non-identity diagonal elements of
Z3×Z3 and ξ¯ on the off-diagonal elements.
For A=Z3 the fusion is given by
⊗ 1 ω ω∗ X1
1 1 ω ω∗ X1
ω ω ω∗ 1 X1
ω∗ ω∗ 1 ω X1
X1 X1 X1 X1 1⊕ω⊕ω∗
Formulas for Z2-crossed R-symbols were found for general Zn anyons in [2].
2.4. The G-crossed graphical calculus. Before we can apply UGxBFCs for computing
we need to introduce the graphical calculus associated to their skeletonizations. The graph-
ical calculus for defects generalizes the graphical calculus for UMTCs in the sense that
whenever the topological charges involved in a diagram are all anyons, we recover the
graphical calculus of a UMTC. We refer the reader to [2, 8] for a review of the diagram-
matic calculus for anyons. As with anyons, the consistency equations that ensure the vari-
ous categorical structures are compatible with one another are encoded in the topological
properties of the diagrams. Here we point out only the parts of the G-crossed graphical
calculus that differ from the usual one for MTCs.
Diagrams are read from bottom to top and interpreted as quantummechanical processes
between anyons and symmetry defects. For simplicity, in what follows we assume our the-
ory is multiplicity-free and suppress the vertex labels. Recall the notation hag is shorthand
for ρh(ag), and g¯= g
−1.
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Trivalent vertices encode admissible splitting/fusion processes between anyons and de-
fects, implicitly encoding the N-matrix entries N
agbg
cgh .
cgh
bhag
The F-symbols have the same diagrammatic definition as for anyons, except now the
topological charges carry group element labels.
ag bh ck
egh
dghk
= ∑
fhk
[
F
agbhck
dghk
]
fhk,egh
ag bh ck
fhk
dghk
As we saw above, the algebraic data of a GxBFC differs in three main ways: the R-
symbols are extended to become the matrix entries of a G-braiding, and new symbols U
and η arise.
The G-crossed R-symbols are written in the same way as in a UMTC, although they
are no longer the matrix entries of a braiding isomorphism cX ,Y : X ⊗Y → Y ⊗X but a
G-crossed braiding, cX ,Y : X⊗Y → gY ⊗X .
ag bh
bh
h¯ag
Crossings of defect lines are resolved in the same manner as for anyons, except now the
R-symbols are G-crossed.
cgh
bhag
= R
agbh
cgh
cgh
bhag
The picture is similar for a left-handed crossing, but with a factor of
(
R
agbh
cgh
)−1
. Now in-
stead of satisfying a hexagon, the G-crossed R-symbols satisfy G-crossed heptagon equa-
tions [2].
a cb
e
d
R
a cb
e
d
F
a cb
d
g R
a cb
d
g
F
a cb
d
kf
U
a cb
d
R
a cb
f
d
F
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A similar picture encodes compatibility of the associators with R−1.
While for anyons strands can be freely moved over and under vertices,U- and η- sym-
bols are picked up when a strand labeled by a symmetry defect passes over or under a
trivalent vertex, respectively. Sliding a defect over a splitting vertex results in a U-symbol
as follows.
xk
k¯b
k¯cgh
bhag
=Uk (a,b;c)
xk
k¯cgh
cgh
bhag
xk
kcgh
cgh
bhag
=Uk
(
ka, kb; kc
)
xk
kcgh
bhag
ka
kb
The picture is similar for fusion vertices, see [2]. Defect lines can be slid under splitting
vertices at the cost of an η-symbol as follows.
xk
g¯x
ghxk
cgh
bhag
= ηx (g,h)
xk
ghxk
cgh
bhag
xk
ghxk
cgh
bhag
= ηx (g,h)
xk
ghxk
g¯x
cgh
bhag
As with the U-symbols there is a similar picture for sliding defect lines under fusion ver-
tices. Notice that the orientation of the g-defect with respect to the the trivalent vertex
results in different arguments to theU- and η-symbols.
In practice, understanding these moves of diagrams is sufficient to work in the G-
extended graphical calculus. The G-crossed consistency equations enforcing compatibility
of all of these structures are quite complicated, and the full set of such equations is listed
in [2], although there is some redundancy. In particular, many of the diagrams involving
compatibility of theU- and η- symbols can be derived from the G-crossed pentagons and
heptagons, and hence the consistency equations do not encode additional information [7].
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3. TOPOLOGICAL QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH SYMMETRY DEFECTS
The mathematical formalism of topological quantum computation using UGxBFCs pro-
ceeds along the same lines as for UMTCs. Qudits are encoded in the same manner, namely
as subspaces of Hom spaces of the category, and the associated braid group representations
have essentially the same definition, only now they are projective. In this section we de-
scribe how to encode quantum information in the state spaces of collections of symmetry
defects and how to produce quantum gates from braiding symmetry defects. To illustrate
the theory we analyze some quantum gate sets arising from the examples of Section 2.
3.1. Qudit encodings. Let C×G =
⊕
g∈GCg denote a UGxBFC. Let xgi denote n+1 simple
objects in Cgi , with 0≤ i≤ n. ThenVxg0 ,...,xgn =Hom
(
xg0 ,
⊗n
i=1 xgi
)
is a finite-dimensional
vector space that represents the state space of the objects (anyons and defects) {xgi}i≥1 with
total charge xg0 . Typically for applications to quantum computing one takes all topological
charges to be identical, and considers vector spaces of the form V yhn,xg := Hom(yh,x
⊗n
g ).
ThenV yhn,xg is the Hilbert space of states associated to a collection of n symmetry defects
xg ∈ Cg with total charge yh ∈ Ch on a surface with trivial topology. We identify a d-
dimensional qudit Cd with V yhn,xg .
V
yh
n,xg = xg xg · · · xg yh
As we will see in the next subsection these vector spaces give rise to a projective repre-
sentation of the n-strand braid group Bn.
Bn =
〈
σ1,σ2, . . . ,σn−1
∣∣∣ σiσ j = σ jσi for |i− j| ≥ 2
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, i= 1,2, . . . ,n− 1
〉
.
In general Vxg0 ,...,xgn will not be a representation of the braid group, or even the pure
braid group. However, it is a representation of the subgroup of Bn that preserves the data
of the topological charges xgi .
As with anyons, for physical reasons one is typically interested in state spaces with
trivial total charge. When all n simple objects xgi live in C0, i.e. are anyons, then the
formalism reduces to TQC with anyons, see [8].
3.2. Projective braid group representations. Next we define the representations associ-
ated to n symmetry defects xg with total charge yh. When the n topological charges are
identical, there is an action of the n-strand braid group on Hom(yh,x⊗ng ). An orthonormal
basis of qudit states is given by fusion trees whose internal edges are admissibly labeled
by simple objects in C×G , normalized with respect to the Markov trace inner product.
· · ·
xg xg xg xg
yh
In the remainder of the paper we suppress the arrows indicating the orientations when
drawing fusion trees, and assume all diagrams are oriented from the bottom up.
The action of the braid group is defined exactly the same as for anyons. Abstractly, each
element of the braid group is interpreted as a morphism b : x⊗ng → x⊗ng . Then elements of
the braid group act on a fusion tree basis element f ∈V yhn,xg by postcomposition:
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b · f = b ◦ f .
On the level of diagrams, elements of the braid group b ∈ Bn act on an admissibly
labeled fusion trees by stacking the diagram b of b on the fusion tree.
b
· · ·
By extending linearly to all of V yhn,xg this gives a projective representation ρn,xg,yh , which
we refer to as the representation corresponding to n symmetry defects of type xg with total
charge yh.
The matrix representation in the fusion tree basis is then given by resolving b · f as a
linear combination of admissibly labeled fusion trees using the graphical calculus. (Or in
practice, by taking inner products as in Section 4.) However, this defines a braid group
representation which is not linear in general, only projective. This is due to symmetry
defects being confined, see [2]. However, since quantum mechanics is insensitive to a
global phase already, even when analyzing representations coming from UMTCs one is
only interested in the projective image. That means we canmeaningfully compare quantum
computers designed using either anyons or symmetry defects.
3.2.1. Universality. For applications to quantum computing one desires to be able to ap-
proximate any unitary matrix in U(d) to arbitrary accuracy with only polynomially many
matrices in some small gate set S ⊂U(d).
For gate sets coming from braiding n symmetry defects xg with total charge yh, this
translates into the question of whether the projective image of the braid group representa-
tion V yhn,xg is dense in the unitary group. That is, one wants ρn,xg,yh(Bn) ⊃ SU(d) projec-
tively.
Thus the problem of analyzing the computational power of a symmetry defect model
boils down to studying the images of its associated projective braid group representations
in the unitary group. As a result all of the techniques and results used to study quantum
gates in general quantum information apply. In particular, standard results about optimality
of encodings and leakage out of computational subspaces carry over without modification
[1].
For application to quantum information one also needs to know how to represent non-
unitary physical processes, for example projective measurement of topological charge.
3.2.2. Projective measurement. Not only is projective measurement the way to perform
read-out of a topological quantum computer, but it is also used in the bulk of computation
as a way to force measurement outcomes of subroutines. Projective measurement can also
be leveraged to simulate physical braiding along with the help of ancillary qudits [4]. This
may be especially relevant for symmetry defects, which behave differently energetically
than anyons and whose physical realizations may not be as conducive to physical braid-
ing [2, 6]. As it stands many state-of-the-art proposals for anyonic hardware rely on the
measurement-only formalism, see for example [16].
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On the level of diagrams, a projective measurement of symmetry defects ag and bh onto
cgh is given by
cgh
bhag
bhag
.
The matrix representation of this morphism can be calculated by specifying a basis of
fusion trees, then stacking the diagram and resolving it as a linear combination of basis
elements via the rules of the graphical calculus, exactly as one would for a unitary process.
The example in Section 4 incorporates this technique.
Having covered the construction of quantum gates from symmetry defects we return to
the small examples introduced in the previous section.
3.3. Toric code with electromagnetic duality. The F-, G-crossed R-,U-, and η-symbols
were found in [2] by making a gauge choice and solving the G-crossed consistency equa-
tions. It was also observed that the fusion subcategories {1,ψ ,σ+} and {1,ψ ,σ−} have
Ising fusion rules. We show that this relationship extends even further: a toric code defect
qubit is identical to an Ising qubit.
We consider the projective representation of the four-strand braid group B4 afforded
by braiding four symmetry defects σ+ with trivial total charge. The fusion space V 14,σ+ =
Hom(1,σ⊗4+ ) is two-dimensional, corresponding to the admissible labelings of the follow-
ing fusion tree.
|a〉=
σ+ σ+σ+ σ+
1
a a
Thus the symmetry defects encode a qubit with basis states |1〉 and |ψ〉.
We find
ρ(σ1) = ρ(σ3) = e
−pi i/8
(
1 0
0 i
)
and
ρ(σ2) =
e−pi i/8
2
(
1+ i i− 1
1− i 1+ i
)
.
We remark that this generates the same image as the Ising qubit [8]. With the gauge
choice made here the generating gates are actually equal on the nose to the Ising qubit
gates. The Ising qubit is a Jones representation of B4, whose projective image is finite and
given by Z22⋊ S3 [18].
3.4. (Z3)
X
Z2
symmetry defect qutrit. We consider the projective representation of the
four-strand braid group B4 afforded by braiding four symmetry defects Xω with trivial
total charge. The fusion space V 14,Xω =Hom(1,X
4
ω) is three-dimensional, corresponding to
the admissible labelings of the following fusion tree.
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|ab〉=
Xω XωXω Xω
1
a b
We work in the ordered basis given by {|11〉, |ωω∗〉, |ω∗ω〉}. We find
ρ(σ1) = ρ(σ3)∼

RXωXω1 0 00 RXωXωω 0
0 0 RXωXωω∗


and
ρ(σ2)∼ 1
3
√
3

 1 12 (−1+ i
√
3) 12 (−1+ i
√
3)
1
2(−1+ i
√
3) 1 12 (−1+ i
√
3)
1
2(−1+ i
√
3) 12 (−1+ i
√
3) 1

 .
We remark that these matrices form a subset of the matrices generating the Jones rep-
resentation of B4 coming from anyon 1 and total charge 2 in the Z2-gauged theory ZZ23 =
TL4, the Temperley-Lieb-Jones algebroid at A = ie−pi i/12. In particular the image of the
projective representation is finite [18].
So far all of our examples have been concerned with what happens when one is in-
terested in defect-defect braiding alone. Next we go more in depth with an example that
shows how to incorporate anyon-defect braiding and measurement into the mathematical
formalism.
4. BILAYER ISING WITH Z2 LAYER-EXCHANGE SYMMETRY
In this section we outline how to get a T -gate from a Z2-extension of the category
Ising(1)⊠ Ising(1). This follows the work of physicists who argued that certain types of
topological defects called “genons” that arise in bilayer Ising anyon models can have non-
abelian statistics [6]. It is important to note that there are eight inequivalent MTCs of
rank 3 with nonintegral quantum dimensions which all go by the name of Ising. These
are the categories Ising(ν) with isomorphism classes of simple objects {1,σ ,ψ}, where ν
parametrizes the quantum twist of the anyon σ . These lead to 20 inequivalent MTCs of the
form Ising(ν1)⊠ Ising(ν2) [5]. Here we take ν1 = ν2 = 1, and by Ising we mean Ising
(1),
the category with modular data given in [8].
4.1. Towards a universal quantum computer based on Ising anyons. Prior to the de-
scription of symmetry defects using UGxBFCs [2], physicists argued that certain types of
symmetry defects called genons could give rise to non-abelian braiding statistics and thus
could be used together with anyons for quantum information processing [6].
Braiding Ising anyons alone is not universal for quantum computation: in particular,
the T -gate is missing for universal single-qubit operations. The authors of [6] designed
a protocol that addressed this shortcoming in another way, by constructing a T -gate from
braiding and measurement of Z2 symmetry defects associated to two layers of the Ising
theory with layer-exchange symmetry. More precisely, they furnished a universal gate set
{T = G1,G2,G3} which can be realized by braiding anyons and defects. Mathematically,
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this is described by a Z2-extension of the Deligne product of the category Ising with itself,
(Ising⊠ Ising)×G .
It is an open question to find a full solution to the G-crossed consistency equations
for (Ising⊠ Ising)×G . However, under certain physically motivated assumptions about the
algebraic data defining this Z2-extension, we use the mathematical formalism of fusion
categories to verify that the physical protocol of [6] produces a T -gate.
A mathematical treatment of this proposal proceeds by formulating the hypothetical
data as a conjecture about a symmetry defect X1 in the category (Ising⊠ Ising)
×
Z2
. For the
motivation behind the conjecture see [6].
Conjecture 4.1. There exists a set of solutions to the Z2-crossed consistency equations
associated to Ising⊠ Ising such that
R
X1X1
a⊠a = θa for a ∈ Ising
and
[FX1X1X1X1 ] = SIsing =
1
2

 1
√
2 1√
2 0 −√2
1 −√2 1

 .
Our analysis etablishes the following corollary of the conjecture.
Corollary 4.2 (To Conjecture 4.1). Braiding and projective measurement of bilayer Ising
anyons together with Z2 symmetry defects is universal for quantum computation.
Should Conjecture 4.1 hold, our analysis provides mathematical justification for includ-
ing symmetry defects in the quantum information scientist’s toolkit for producing universal
gate sets from topological phases of matter.
In the remainder of this section we outline the proof of the corollary, which involves
encoding the protocol in the morphism space of the UGxBFC given by (Ising⊠ Ising)×
Z2
and calculating its matrix representation. Due to the projective measurement, the protocol
is not a braid, and hence the T -gate is not in the projective braid group image. But the
algebraic data of the G-crossed category nevertheless affords a well-defined matrix repre-
sentation corresponding to the physical process.
4.2. The category (Ising⊠ Ising)×
Z2
. As a Z2-graded category,
(
Ising⊠2
)×
Z2
=
⊕
a,b∈{1,σ ,ψ}
{a⊠ b}
⊕
{X1,Xσ ,Xψ}.
That is, there are 12 isomorphism classes of simple objects: 9 anyon types and 3 symme-
try defect types. The defects are labeled Xa for the fixed points a⊠a of the layer-exchange
symmetry.
The quantum dimensions are given by
d11 = d1ψ = dψ1 = dψψ = 1, d1σ = dσ1 = dσψ = dψσ =
√
2, dσσ = 2
and
dX1 = dXψ = 2, dXσ = 2
√
2.
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Fusion in the trivial sector is given by Ising fusion in each factor of the Deligne product.
Among the defects the fusion channels are by given by
⊗ X1 Xσ Xψ
X1 11 ⊕ σσ ⊕ ψψ 1σ ⊕ σ1 ⊕ σψ ⊕ ψσ 1ψ ⊕ σσ ⊕ ψ1
Xσ 1σ ⊕ σ1 ⊕ σψ ⊕ ψσ 11 ⊕ 1ψ ⊕ 2 σσ ⊕ ψ1 ⊕ ψψ 1σ ⊕ σ1 ⊕ σψ ⊕ ψσ
Xψ 1ψ ⊕ σσ ⊕ ψ1 1σ ⊕ σ1 ⊕ σψ ⊕ ψσ 11 ⊕ σσ ⊕ ψψ
while between the bilayer anyons and defects they are given by
⊗ 11 1σ 1ψ σ1 σσ σψ ψ1 ψσ ψψ
X1 X1 Xσ Xψ Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 Xσ Xψ Xσ X1
Xσ Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 2Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 Xσ
Xψ Xψ Xσ X1 Xσ Xψ ⊕X1 Xσ X1 Xσ Xψ
.
In what follows we will focus on the defect X1 and the fusion channel
X1⊗X1 = 11⊕σσ⊕ψψ .
4.3. Qubit and T -gate encoding. The single-qubit T -gate will be realized as the logical
operation enacted on a two-dimensional subspace Hlog of a physical Hilbert space Hphys
associated to the fusion space of a collection of four monolayer Ising anyons σ1 and four
symmetry defects X1 with trivial total charge. That is,
Hphys = Hom
(
11,σ1⊗4⊗X⊗41
)
as a morphism space in the category (Ising⊠ Ising)X
Z2
.
We fix a basis |xy〉 of the full fusion space to be the set of admissibly labeled fusion
trees, where x ∈ {11,ψ1} and y ∈ {11,σσ ,ψψ}.
|xy〉=
σ1 σ1 σ1 σ1 X1 X1 X1 X1
x
σ1
11
X1
y
X1
11
Following [6] the logical qubit is encoded in the C-span of {|11,11〉, |ψ1,11〉}. In
general there will be leakage out of the logical subspace. In what follows we simplify the
notation and suppress both the index label of the bottom layer and symmetry defect fusion
channel and write |11,11〉= |1〉, |ψ1,11〉= |ψ〉.
Hlog = SpanC{|1〉, |ψ〉}.
The physical protocol to initialize into this logical subspace is as follows:
(1) Create two pairs of monolayer Ising anyons σ1 from the vacuum.
(2) Create two pairs of symmetry defects X1 from the vacuum, using projective mea-
surement if necessary to fix the total charge of each pair to be trivial.
The protocol to enact the logical T -gate is given by the following sequence of
steps.
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(3) Select one of the monolayer Ising anyons from a pair and braid it around the
middle two genons in the counterclockwise direction.
(4) Fix the pair of Ising anyons from (3) to have trivial total charge with a projective
measurement.
(5) Perform a full exchange of the middle two defects.
(6) Braid the anyon from (3) with the middle two defects in the clockwise direction.
Readout of the computation then proceeds by pair annihilation and projective
measurement.
(7) Annihilate the pairs of Ising anyons and the pairs of defects.
Steps (3)-(6) determine a morphism in Hom
(
σ⊗4⊗X⊗41 ,σ⊗4⊗X⊗41
)
. In the graphical
calculus the diagram for this morphism takes the form depicted in Figure 4.1.
(6)
(5)
(4)
(3)
FIGURE 2. Diagrammatic representation of T -gate protocol.
The matrix entries Ti j of the protocol T restricted to the logical subspace can be
found by calculating 〈vi|T |v j〉, which gives a morphism 11→ 11 and hence by Schur’s
Lemma is a scalar times the identity.
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1/ψ
T
1/ψ
FIGURE 3. Diagrammatic representation of matrix entries.
The matrix entries are determined by using the graphical calculus to find these scalars,
yielding
ρ(T ) =
( 〈1|T |1〉 〈ψ |T |1〉
〈1|T |ψ〉 〈ψ |T |ψ〉
)
up to a normalization.
We briefly recall the tools needed for these calculations.
4.3.1. Preliminaries for calculating matrix entries. In addition to the S-matrix, R- and F-
symbols for the UMTC Ising⊠Ising, one needs (at minimum) the R- and F-symbols spec-
ified in Conjecture 4.1. Of course there are many choices of sequences of diagrammatic
moves to resolve diagrams in the graphical calculus and in general one needs all of the
G-crossed data: {R,F,U,η}. We note however that for this specific example we were able
to calculate the matrix of T in a way that is independent ofU- and η- symbols.
The formulas for the matrix entries involve the S-matrix, which is defined diagrammat-
ically by
Sab =
1
D a b
whereD =
√
∑a∈Irr(C) d2a .
4.3.2. The diagonal entries of ρ(T ). By observing that the leftmost two strands in Figure
2 are through strands, it follows from Schur’s lemma that the off-diagonal entries of ρ(T )
vanish. That is,
〈ψ |T |1〉= 〈1|T |ψ〉= 0.
As for the diagonal entries, they can be found in terms of the algebraic data of the Z2-
crossed category. We find that up to a normalization
〈1|T |1〉= dσ1d2X1 ∑
c
(
RX1X1c
)2 ∣∣∣∣[FX1X1X1X1 ]c,11
∣∣∣∣2
(
Sσ1,c
S11,c
)2
and
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〈ψ |T |ψ〉= dσ1d2X1 ∑
c
(
RX1X1c
)2 ∣∣∣∣[FX1X1X1X1 ]c,11
∣∣∣∣2
(
1−
(
Sψ1,c
S11,c
))
,
where c ∈ {11,σσ ,ψψ}. The details of the diagrammatic calculations that produce these
formulas are (1) somewhat subtle due to the additional rules of the G-crossed graphical
calculus and (2) constrained by a desire to make as few assumptions as possible about the
solutions to the G-crossed consistency equations, not yet being available. As a result the
derivation of these formulas is a bit involved, so we have included it as an appendix.
Assuming that Conjecture 4.1 holds, one can check that
〈ψ |T |ψ〉= epi i/4〈1|T |1〉.
This would confirm that the protocol implements a phase shift of pi/4 between the two
qubit states, effecting a T -gate
ρ(T )∼
(
1 0
0 epi i/4
)
on the logical qubit. This proves the corollary to the conjecture.
5. DISCUSSION
When one is interested in topologically protected gate sets coming from braiding defects
alone, one can analyze the image of the projective braid group representation associated to
a UGxBFC as outlined in section 3. It is expected that braiding symmetry defects behaves
like braiding anyons in several important ways. First, it is expected that the image of the
braid group representations coming from braiding defects will be finite when the quantum
dimensions are weakly integral (this is a generalization of the property-F conjecture to
UGxBFCs). It is also expected that if the underlying anyons are not universal then the
symmetry defects will not be universal either.
The example of the bilayer Ising model withZ2 symmetry defects in Section 4 indicates
how to analyze the logical operations that can be realized through braiding and measure-
ment of anyons and symmetry defects in general. In particular, our calculation supports the
previous work of physicists who argued that symmetry defects could be used along with
measurement to enlarge deficient gate sets to universal ones [6]. The calculation provides
further proof-of-concept for the inclusion of symmetry defects in the quantum information
theorist’s toolkit, along with projective measurement, magic state distillation, and other
ways to supplement deficient anyonic gate sets. However, encoding physical protocols in
the language of G-crossed extensions of UMTCs is evidently quite technical.
The efforts to build a topological qubit and ultimately a scalable universal topological
quantum computer are still underway. The majority of such efforts currently focus on
measurement-based schemes involving Majorana zero modes (MZMs), Ising anyon-like
objects that appear at the ends of nanowires placed on a superconductor in the presence of
a magnetic field [16]. But it is within the realm of possibility that engineering a topological
phase with symmetry defects could present a shorter path to a universal quantum computer.
On this note, bilayer systems are interesting to study because any topological phase can
be stacked into a bilayer phase that then possesses a Z2 bilayer-exchange symmetry. The
best understood examples of topological phases are fractional quantumHall liquids, so it is
realistic to consider what experiments can be performed to probe symmetry defects in bi-
layer fractional quantum Hall systems. Since fractional quantum Hall systems are electron
systems, strictly speaking one needs a theory of G-extensions of super-modular categories
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in order to formulate the problem mathematically. One important exception is the ν = 13
fractional quantum Hall liquid, where the associated super-modular category splits into
SU(3)1 and the physical electron. In this case the system can be studied via a bilayer
SU(3)1 topological order. An interesting question is then how to use symmetry defects to
generate a universal gate set for quantum computing from this abelian topological phase,
which is available in almost every fractional quantum Hall lab.
Apart from the physical motivations, symmetry defects in the context of TQC are inter-
esting for mathematical reasons alone. Going forward, it is highly desirable to understand
the precise mathematical relationship between the (projective) braid group representations
afforded by symmetry defects and the braid group representations afforded by the under-
lying anyons. Relatedly, it is an open question to determine the precise relationship of the
braid group representations arising from a UMTC C and its gauging (C×G )G. An answer to
this question could help resolve the Property-F conjecture [21], one of most well-known
open problems in modular tensor category theory.
A systematic and detailed study of TQC with symmetry defects is to appear in [12].
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Appendices
In the appendices we provide a derivation of the matrix entries of the T -gate protocol from
Section 4.2, with data and graphical formulas for reference.
σ σ σ σ X X X X
In Appendix A we list all the data needed to compute the matrix entries, including the
conjectured G-crossed braiding and F-symbols for the Z2-extension of Ising⊠ Ising. In
Appendix B we provide a list of helpful moves in the graphical calculus for UGxBFCs
(and the UMTCs they contain) for reference. In Appendix C, we demonstrate a sequence
of moves in the graphical calculus that produces the formulas for the matrix entries. We
find that the phase difference induced on the basis states is indeed epi i/4 as anticipated by
the physical argument given in [6].
APPENDIX A. DATA
A.1. Algebraic data for Ising. There are three isomorphism classes of simple objects in
Ising, labeled {1,σ ,ψ}.
Quantum dimensions d1 = 1, dσ =
√
2, dψ = 1
Twists θ1 = 1, θσ = e2pi i/16, θψ =−1
S-matrix 12

 1
√
2 1√
2 0 −√2
1 −√2 1


F-symbols Fσσσσ =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
A.2. Algebraic data for Ising⊠Ising. We also use the quantum dimensions and S-matrix
of the doubled theory Ising⊠ Ising. We write objects in the bilayer category as ab := a⊠b
for simplicity. Under the Deligne product quantum dimensions simply multiply
dab = dadb
and the S-matrix respects the tensor product
SIsing⊠Ising = SIsing⊗ SIsing
but we nevertheless provide the values for convenience. The S-matrix is written with re-
spect to the basis {11,1σ ,1ψ ,σ1,σσ ,σψ ,ψ1,ψσ ,ψψ}.
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Quantum dimensions d11 = d1ψ = dψ1 = dψψ = 1, dσ1 = d1σ = dσψ = dψσ =
√
2, dσσ = 2
S-matrix 14


1
√
2 1
√
2 2
√
2 1
√
2 1√
2 0 −√2 2 0 −2 √2 0 −√2
1 −√2 1 √2 −2 √2 1 −√2 1√
2 2
√
2 0 0 0 −√2 −2 −√2
2 0 −2 0 0 0 −2 0 2√
2 −2 √2 0 0 0 −√2 2 −√2
1
√
2 1 −√2 −2 −√2 1 √2 1√
2 0 −√2 −2 0 2 √2 0 −√2
1 −√2 1 −√2 2 −√2 1 −√2 1


A.3. Algebraic data for (Ising⊠ Ising)×
Z2
. While the full set of Z2-crossed R-symbols,
F-, U-, and η- symbols is not yet known, we will only use the quantum dimensions and
fusion rules (which are known) along with Conjecture 4.1 which we restate below for
convenience.
Quantum dimensions of defects dX1 = dXψ = 2, dXσ = 2
√
2
Fusion rules X1⊗X1 = 11⊕σσ⊕ψψ
(see Section 4)
Hereafter we write X := X1.
Conjecture A.1. There exists a set of solutions to the Z2-crossed consistency equations
associated to Ising⊠ Ising such that
RXXaa = θa for a ∈ Ising
and
[FXXXX ] = SIsing =
1
2

 1
√
2 1√
2 0 −√2
1 −√2 1

 .
APPENDIX B. GRAPHICAL CALCULUS
We recall several moves involving the G-crossed R-,U-, and η-symbols from [2] in the
case where the fusion rules of (C)×G are multiplicity-free.
Ragbh =
ag bh
bh
h¯ag
= ∑
c
√
dcgh
dagdbh
R
agbh
cgh
cgh
bhag
h¯agbh
(1)
(
Ragbh
)−1
=
bh
h¯ag
ag bh
= ∑
c
√
dcgh
dagdbh
(
R
agbh
cgh
)−1
cgh
h¯agbh
bhag
(2)
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xk
k¯b
k¯cgh
bhag
=Uk (a,b;c)
xk
k¯cgh
cgh
bhag
(3)
xk
kcgh
cgh
bhag
=Uk
(
ka, kb; kc
)
xk
kcgh
bhag
ka
kb
(4)
xk
g¯x
ghxk
cgh
bhag
= ηx (g,h)
xk
ghxk
cgh
bhag
(5)
xk
ghxk
cgh
bhag
= ηx (g,h)
xk
ghxk
g¯x
cgh
bhag
(6)
(7)
ag
bh
=
Sagbh
S1bh
bh
ag
bh
= θag
ag
bh
= θag
ag
bh
=
ag bh
(8)
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(9) ag bh
cgh
c′gh
= δcghc′gh
√
dagdbh
dcgh
cgh
APPENDIX C. CALCULATION OF MATRIX ENTRIES OF THE T -GATE PROTOCOL
C.1. Qudit and protocol encoding. In terms of the graphical calculus, the qubit is given
by the C-span of the (normalized) fusion tree basis |x〉, which has the dual basis 〈x|.
|x〉=
σ1 σ1 σ1 σ1 X1 X1 X1 X1
x
σ1
11
X1
1
X1
11
〈x|=
σ1 σ1 σ1 σ1 X1 X1 X1 X1
x
σ1
11
X1
1
X1
11
.
In terms of diagrams the matrix entries 〈y|T |x〉 are given by stacking and taking a trace.
Below we show the general diagram for the matrix entries alongside the shorthand notation
that we use in what follows. In particular, we suppress the index on the symmetry defect,
writing X := X1, and since all anyons live in a single layer, we write a := a1 for a a simple
object in Ising. Moreover, since the total charge of the fusion trees are trivial, we suppress
the labeling of the tracial strand.
As was mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the off diagonal matrix elements vanish by a Schur’s
Lemma argument, so it remains to calculate 〈1|T |1〉 and 〈ψ |T |ψ〉.
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y
σ1
11
X1
1
X1
11
x
σ1
11
X1
1
X1
11
σ σ σ σ X X X X
=
σ σ σ σ X X X X
σ x σ 1 X y X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
FIGURE 4. On the left is the diagram representing the matrix entries
of the protocol. On the right is the shorthand notation we use in the
following section.
C.2. Calculation of 〈1 | T | 1〉. We break down the calculation of the first matrix entry
(up to normalization) into five steps. Below is a formula that shows the contributions from
each step, before simplification.
〈1|T |1〉= 1
dX
∑
c
√
dc(R
XX
c )
2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Step 1
(Sσ1,c
S11,c
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Step 3
∣∣[FXXXX ]c,11∣∣2 d2Xdc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Step 4
dσ1dX
√
dc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Step 5
The dashed rectangles in each equation indicate the region of the diagram where the
graphical calculus is being applied.
Step 1: Unbraid the symmetry defects using equation (1) twice.
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σ σ σ σ X X X X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
= ∑c
√
dc
dXdX
(
RXXc
)2
σ σ σ σ X X X X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
c(10)
Note that in this case there is a loop labeled by σ that we can replace with dσ right away.
However, we have left it unsimplified so that the same picture applies for the calculation
of 〈ψ |T |ψ〉.
Step 2: Slide the σ loops under the first defect charge line so that they encircle pairs
of defect charge lines using equations (3)-(6). The U- and η- symbols this introduces all
cancel, so that the anyons and defects can be moved past each other at no cost.
σ σ σ σ X X X X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 σ 1 X 1 X
c =
σ σ X X X X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ
σ
c(11)
Step 3: Slide the loops over the trivalent vertices so that they encircle the fusion channel
labeled by c, flip the tilt of the bottom loop using (6), then use the loop removal relation
(7) twice.
In general with loops encircling charge lines in the G-crossed graphical calculus we need
to pay careful attention to the relative positions of charge lines, see equations (306) and
(307) in [2]. However, in this case the subdiagram involves only anyons, so we can use
the graphical calculus of a UMTC and ignore them. Nevertheless, a careful account of the
factors using the full G-extended calculus gives the same result: any factors of U- and η-
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cancel.
σ σ X X X X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 X 1 X
c
σ
σ
=
σ σ X X X X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 X 1 X
cσ
σ
(12)
=
(
Sσ1,c
S11,c
)2
σ σ X X X X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 X 1 X
c(13)
Step 4: Perform a sequence of F-moves to change the basis states, then use the bubble-
popping relation (9).
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σ σ X X X X
σ 1 X 1 X
σ 1 X 1 X
c = ∑
d,d′
[
FXXXX
]
d,11
[
FXXXX
]∗
d′,11
σ σ X X
c
d
d′
σ 1 X X
σ 1 X X
(14)
= ∑
d,d′
[
FXXXX
]
d,11
[
FXXXX
]∗
d′,11
(√
dXdX
dc
)2
δdcδd′c
σ σ X X
c
σ 1 X X
σ 1 X X
(15)
Step 5: The diagram that remains contributes a scalar factor that can be calculated using
equations (4) and (5) repeatedly until the empty diagram is obtained.
σ σ X X
c
σ 1 X X
σ 1 X X
= dσ1dX
√
dc(16)
Putting these steps together, we arrive at the formula
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1
dX
∑
c
√
dc(R
XX
c )
2
(Sσ1,c
S11,c
)2 ∣∣[FXXXX ]c,11∣∣2 d2Xdc dσ1dX
√
dc(17)
= dσ1d
2
X ∑
c
(RXXc )
2
∣∣[FXXXX ]2c,11∣∣2(Sσ1,cS11,c
)2
(18)
C.3. Calculation of 〈ψ |T |ψ〉. The first step of resolving the defect braiding is identical
to that of the previous subsection for 〈1|T |1〉. However, when the fusion channel of the
four monolayer Ising anyons σ1 is given by ψ1, the loops are not free to slide under the
defect line as in Step 2. Instead, we perform an F-move in the middle of the diagram.
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
= ∑
d
[Fσ1σ1σ1σ1 ]d,11
d
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
(19)
When d is the vacuum channel, d = 11, we can perform a sequence of sliding moves to
resolve all crossings by the same arguments as in the previous subsection.
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
=
σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ X 1 X
σ ψ X 1 X
(20)
Now the righthand side can be resolved according as with steps 4 and 5 for 〈1|T |1〉, with
the minor difference that the fusion channel of the monolayer Ising anyons is given by ψ1.
However, when d = ψ1 we must use a more involved sequence of moves to resolve the
diagram.
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ψ
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
=
ψ
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
(21)
=
ψ
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
=
ψ
ψ
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
(22)
=
(
Sψ1,c
S11,c
)
ψ
σ σ σ σ X X X X
c
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
σ ψ σ 1 X 1 X
(23)
Although we have draw some horizontal lines here, the edges are understood to have the
orientation they inherit from reading the diagram from the bottom up.
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What remains can be resolved using a combination of F-moves and bubble-popping
relations in a similar manner to the final steps of the calculation for 〈1|T |1〉. The contribu-
tions from each step in the calculation result in the formula
1
dX
∑
c
√
dc(R
XX
c )
2
∣∣[FXXXX ]c,11∣∣2
(√
dXdX
dc
)2(
[Fσ1σ1σ1σ1 ]11,11
(
d2σ1
√
dcdX
)
(24)
+
(Sψ1,c
S11,c
)
[Fσ1σ1σ1σ1 ]ψ1,11[F
σ1σ1σ1
σ1 ]ψ1,ψ1
(√
dσ1dσ1
dψ1
)2(
dσ1
√
dcdX
)
(25)
= dσ1d
2
X1 ∑
c
(
RX1X1c
)2 ∣∣∣∣[FX1X1X1X1 ]c,11
∣∣∣∣2
(
1−
(
Sψ1,c
S11,c
))
(26)
These formulas result in the ratio 〈ψ|T |ψ〉〈1|T |1〉 = e
pi i/4.
We stress that the sequence of diagrammatic moves made here is constrained by what is
known about the G-crossed data for the extension of the bilayer Ising category, and is only
one sequence of many possible moves that calculates the same quantity. It is interesting to
note that the calculation is independent ofU- and η- symbols.
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